
laborious- and important, Can occasion, after long hours of active duties, they stood
on guard over the dumps they had built up. Unprotected supplies near a battlefield

are apt to develop-.'an--illegitimate liquidity*

The beaches "were,not the only scenes *of the labours of the pioneers in Sicily.

Some of them mere called upon to operate the docks in a captured port, others to

clear away .bomb damage and- repair roads. In the rapid construction of forward

flying fields, necessary for,-the close co-operation of army -and air force on which

success depended, they heeped strenuously, "When in a jam, send for the pioneers"

is good counsel in a great many-contingencies in any campaign*

The pioneers in Sicily, numbering thousands, came from the Middle East, North

Africa and Great Britain. They represented many sorts cf war experience and much

careful training. Among them were trained experts in their own side of "combined

operations"• Their peacetime Occupations' had been as various as their military

tasks. Usually they -were older then, the fighting troops; healthy, strong, hard-

working, sensible men, decently 'a senior officer who had visited the armies in

North Africa and the Middle East reported :

"The pioneers have consistently performed most excellent service.

In R.E.M.E, Workshops they have carried cut many technical tasks, such

as building concrete bridges, bricklaying,’working in Engine Shops, as

well as duties of a general-mature. At the docks they have performed
excellent work. Often they Worked continuously day and night, even

under air raid, conditions, and in acting in charge of
gangs,of Arabs

and other local inhabitants. These they succeeded in controlling by
the curious language in which the British Soldier makes himself ■
understood in every part cf the world. One Area Commandant remarked

"I have spent a large amount of my service in Africa and speak fluent .

Arabic but cannot make these natives understand a word I say, but

along 'comes a 'Pioneer "and they understand everything he says,'.and get
on at once with the job,"

In■ Sicily the pioneers ■ showed how well deserved is the reputation they .enjoy

throughout, the 8th and Ist Armies,
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